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SUNBELT PUBLICATIONS
ORANGE COUNTY AND LOS ANGELES
Field Guide to the San Andreas Fault
ISBN: 9781941384084, Retail: $39.95
Author: David K. Lynch
Publisher: Thule Scientific
Pub Date: 02/15, Format: SC
The Field Guide to the San Andreas Fault
allows one to get up close and personal to the
San Andreas Fault. See and touch the world's most famous
fault on one of twelve easy day trips between Cape Mendocino
and the Mexican Border. The book includes over 200 full-color
photographs and illustrations, mile-by-mile road logs, GPS coordinates for hundreds of fault
features, accurate fault coordinates to within 100 feet, complete geologic explanations, and
a glossary. Many of the annotated routes have side trips to seldom visited locales. The day
trips are designed to be relaxing, leading to uncrowded areas with spectacular scenery,
perfect for family getaways. No off-road vehicle is needed.

THE DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP:
Wilderness Icon
ISBN: 9781941384008, Retail: $29.95
Author: Mark C. Jorgensen
Photography: Jeff Young
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 01/15, Format: SC
(Dark Green Indicates DBS Territory)
Desert Bighorn Sheep: Wilderness Icon is the most comprehensive photographic work on
this elusive symbol of the deserts of the southwest United States and northern Mexico.
Photographer Jeff Young worked for years to assemble tens of thousands of high quality
photographs and assemble them into what is the finest collection of desert bighorn photos
ever published. Author Mark Jorgensen brings his five decades of experience studying
desert bighorn sheep and managing their habitat to provide the informative text of this book.
The book’s six chapters features 200 high quality photographs featuring rare
behavior, sheep in their rugged desert habitat, ewes nurturing newborn lambs, and massive
rams in stunning ritualized combat for dominance. The text documents the struggle to
provide habitat for the desert bighorn from Nuevo Leon west to Baja California, Mexico, and
from Texas west to California. Today, well-regulated hunting programs in the United States
and Mexico have generated millions of dollars in revenue, which has been directed to
bighorn management and conservation programs.
**Prices Subject to Change
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OLD MAGIC: Lives of the Desert Shamans
Author: Nicholas Clapp
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
ISBN: 9781941384053, Retail: $22.95
Pub Date: 11/14, Format: SC,
For a thousand generations, desert shamans of the far West sought order
in the stars and in the mysteries and wonder of their grand, if unforgiving
landscape. Drawing on the lore of a dozen tribes, Old Magic conjures the year-to-year life of
a shaman – a life of service to his people, a life fraught with torment and danger.

WILDFLOWERS
OF ORANGE COUNTYSANTA ANA MOUNTAINS
ISBN: 9780984000715, Retail: $35.00
Author: Robert L. Allen
Publisher: Laguna Wilderness Press
Pub Date: 07/13, Format: SC
This brand new publication is a long-need, comprehensive guide to
wildflowers of southern California. User friendly and technically accurate, it focuses on
Orange County and adjacent portions of Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside, and San
Bernardino counties. Nature lovers at every level will delight in identifying and learning the
plant species of the Golden State.

GOLD AND SILVER IN THE MOJAVE:
Images Of A Last Frontier
ISBN: 9780932653062, Retail: $24.95
Author: Nicholas Clapp
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 10/12, Format: SC
In the 1890s, historian Frederick Jackson Turner lamented that the
frontier was gone and with it the Old West, but overlooked was some 50,000 square miles of
a frontier line outlining the Mojave Desert – the Last Frontier. In this arid land, unsettled and
sketchily mapped – written off as godforsaken and worse – there would now be a headlong
25-year rush for riches…and for the Old West – a grand, tumultuous, rowdy Last Act.

OUTDOOR GUIDE TO THE PALOS VERDES PENINSULA
ISBN: 9780932653864, Retail: $19.95
Author: Brad & Kristine Denton
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 11/07, Format: SC
An exclusive, color, fold-out peninsula map is located in a pocket attached to
the back cover. This guide book includes hiking trail maps and descriptions,
bridle trail information, bikeways, and points of interest for the entire Palos Verdes
Peninsula area, plus much more.
**Prices Subject to Change
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CYCLING LOS ANGELES
ISBN: 9780932653819, Retail: $15.95
Author: Don Brundige
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 09/07, Format: SC
Descriptions and detailed maps for more than seventy bike tours throughout
Los Angeles County, and Catalina. Rides vary from family- friendly to a
century ride, some on bike paths and some on roads, along the coast and in parks. Route
descriptions include points of interest, distance and level of difficulty, as well as connections
with other biking routes.

CYCLING ORANGE COUNTY
ISBN: 9780932653802, Retail: $14.95
Author: Don & Sharron Brundige
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 11/06, Format: SC
Covering a wide variety of coastal to inland areas of Orange County, California, this
all-new edition in a handy 6 x 9 format of the popular guide features on-road
descriptions of 58 rides, from short family trips to rides suitable for the most physically fit biker.
Detailed maps, distance and elevation, road and traffic conditions, along with information about
landmarks and other points of interest.

ORANGE COUNTY PLACE NAMES, A TO Z
ISBN: 9780932653796, Retail: $12.95
Author: Phil Brigandi
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 06/06, Format: SC
Orange County's place names take us through the history of California's
second largest county, from Indian villages to modern master-planned
communities. Over the years, residents and others have left their mark by naming the
places where they lived, worked, and traveled. Here, in over 500 alphabetical listings, are
hundreds of these interesting glimpses into Orange County's colorful past.

PALM SPRINGS LEGENDS: Creation Of A Desert Oasis
ISBN: 9780932653741, Retail: $17.95
Author: Greg Niemann
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 09/05, Format: SC
Get to know the stories that made this long desert hideaway for celebrities
famous, including stories of the Cahuilla Indians who first called this home.
Palm Springs, long a desert hideaway for celebrities, has a history as unique and varied as
its residents. From the original Cahuilla inhabitants of the area, to the settlers who were
drawn to the therapeutic waters of the original hot springs, you will get to know the stories
that made Palm Springs famous.
**Prices Subject to Change
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SUGAR BEAR STORY
ISBN: 9780932653703, Retail: $9.95 Author:
Ernestine De Soto
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 03/05, Format: SC
This children's tale is based on a Chumash
oral legend about how to be a good host.
Brightly illustrated by the author, the book incorporates Chumash words and traditional
designs, and includes a tribal linguistics map and Chumash glossary. The land occupied by the
Chumash peoples stretches along the coast of southern to central California.

FIRE, CHAPARRAL, and SURVIVAL
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
ISBN: 9780932653697, Retail: $19.95
Author: Richard W. Halsey
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 12/04, Reprint 02/08, Format: SC
What Southern Californians need to know about fire, fire-fighting, and the
chaparral ecosystem. Weaved together are the crucial elements of fire behavior and
knowledge of the natural environment. 32-page color field guide to common chaparral plants.
The reprint includes information about the 2007 wildfires.

JACKPOT TRAIL: Indian Gaming In Southern California
ISBN: 9780932653581, Retail: $12.95
Authors: David Valley And Diana Lindsay
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 02/03, Format: SC
Indispensable guide which combines complete information about gambling,
dining and entertainment at each of the 22 Indian casinos in Southern California
with histories of ALL local Indian tribes, with or without casinos.

WARBIRD WATCHER'S GUIDE
TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SKIES
ISBN: 9780932653512, Retail: $14.95
Author: Steve Smith
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 09/02, Format: SC
A guide to recognizing the many U.S. military planes and helicopters, from
classic to cutting-edge, that call San Diego County home. Each listing includes, things to look
for, descriptions, specifications (including armament), plus diagrams and photographs.
About the author: Steve Smith, curator of the Flying Leatherneck Aviation Museum at MCAS
Miramar, is a former Marine and an expert in military aircraft insignia.
**Prices Subject to Change
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CAMPGROUNDS of LOS ANGELES and ORANGE COUNTIES
ISBN: 9780932653468, Retail: $4.95
Author: Jeff Tyler
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Pub Date: 01/02, Format: SC
Whether camping in the comfort of an RV, or pulling a tent from the trunk of a
car, the reader will find all the information needed to select a great site for that
next camping trip!

CAMPGROUNDS
OF SANTA BARBARA and VENTURA COUNTIES
ISBN: 9780932653369, Retail: $4.95
Publisher: Sunbelt Publications
Author: Jeff Tyler
Pub Date: 06/00, Format: SC
Detailed descriptions of public campgrounds including fees, facilites, and
regulations in Santa Barbara and Ventura County. All sites field tested within three months of
publication.

TOM HARRISON MAPS

**Prices Subject to Change

